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Editorial: We all co-create!
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Cops do it fighting crime, teachers and students do it in classroom, and citizens trying to cohabit peacefully in tolerance simply have to
do it. That is what Søren, Rex, Rob, Daniel, Ole, and Ester really claim! We all co-create. You may wonder about the term, take it easy
there are a couple of dissertations on this fashionable buzzword, our own Thomas Lopdrup Hjorth will soon be publishing one which
we recommend to those who are curious. But whether the term is new or old, good or bad; is not really of our main concern! For a
department joining management, politics with philosophy this buzzword helps focusing on something we are sort of experts on at CBS,
at least that is what others expect us to be. Co-creation opens the door to the topic of epistemology. How knowledge is built and used!
For the time being MPP-connected researchers are
busy delivering a unique course on Management
Epistemology that, by Danish law actually, has to be
taught to all young professionals, at CBS too of course.
Very much in line with the Carnegie 2 report Danish
business students must get a feel for the limitations
and background of all the stuff they will find in the
management toolbox. They must have a way to reflect
and evaluate all the supposed knowledge they will
be offered, not only at school, but by consultants,
experts, software designers and all kinds of sellers
and peddlers of “knowledge” out there in real life. The
co-creation discourse makes us focus on knowledge as
a process, as something you do with others instead of
the turn-key magic you buy and install.
Here Ester introduces the old-new idea of “engaged
scholarship” which helps widen the attention of US
scholars outside their ivory tower ghettoes of university
campuses. She, as all MPP’ers I guess, knows what
she speaks of first hand; doing engaged field-research.
If you have ever visited these US secluded Treasure Islands for academic eggheads you have also
experienced a shocking isolation from all everyday
communities and workspaces. Just cross the avenue
south of University of Chicago and you will see. Places
of knowledge should not be like Hogwart’s dream
worlds, they have, as we say in Scandinavia, a third
duty besides teaching and researching, a duty to cocreate with communities and citizens. That is why we
are proud of all MPPers’ presence in the public Danish
debate. But, and this is a real challenge for a mass
university like CBS, how do you give teaching hours
for this, how do you make the investments in such
co-creative community building in a huge machinery
of education?
Maybe Rob and Daniel propose the pedagogical model
for co-creation in the classroom, Søren hints at in
his article. Check it out for its not only very handy

understanding co-creation it’s also rooted in knowledge
fit for co-creation.
Daniel for instance is not only busy doing research into
entrepreneurship using philosophy in a very MPP-ish
mode. He is also one of the CBS based motors (the
other being Tor Hernes at IOA) engaged in developing
a process-philosophy for management based on among
others Whitehead´s reflections. Rob also certainly
knows what he speaks of, he is currently Dean in
Canada and thoroughly drilled in HBS MBA teaching
where an army of secretaries help teachers keep track
of all class-room-responses of students seated in
special dialog-designed classrooms with name tags in
front of their revolving chairs. To MPP and CBS Rob is
the grand ambassador of case pedagogy, as a gifted
author he has written a vast number of cases for HBS.
He currently inspired Rasmus Johnsen and Morten
Thaning to develop better cases for philosophizing
management education. Some of Robs cases are
about Danish firms so this ambassador is actually Her
Danish Majesty’s secret agent with the right to market
Denmark in the world of International Management
(just read his latest book with Lee Devin; ”The Soul
of Design” and you will see what I mean).
So reading commissar Rex and Søren takes us via
Ester´s text to Rob´s and Daniel´s contribution and
to Ole’s very concrete experience on the business
economics and philosophy programme, and even
reading Thomas Lopdrup’s coming PhD thesis; that´s
a nice journey from co-creation, via engagement right
into the issue of “experience”. From real problems,
constructive suggestions diving deep into philosophical
enquiry; and the back again; that´s MPP in a nutshell.
Thanks for that!
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Designing co-creation settings
- a possible approach
By Rex Degnegaard, Assistant Professor
Furthermore, co-creation can serve as a vehicle for
addressing higher-level challenges such as communitywide challenges, industry-wide challenges, societal and
even global challenges. Thus, on one hand, co-creation
can be a vehicle for the individual organization in its
pursuit of unfolding its potential in the larger field. On
the other hand, co-creation can be a vehicle for addressing larger-scale challenges by engaging individual
stakeholders in co-creation settings.

The increase of co-creation in theory and practice
These years we are seeing a dramatic influence of cocreation in both theory and practice. Over the past 10

years the concept of co-creation
has won terrain and is climbing
the agenda in relation to unfolding
its opportunities. Co-creation is
increasingly making its marks
within areas such as management,
organization design, strategy and
change.

discussions of development of
new business models, marketing
related concerns of customer
involvement, innovation concerns
of user-driven development,
delivery concerns in public and
private services, problem solving
in technology based solutions, etc.

In theory, we see an explosive
growth in the number of articles
on co-creation between disciplines, ranging from systems theory interventionist approaches,
through marketing which has been
the most influential field within
co-creation so far, to the fields
of ICT, innovation, and business
strategy. Across these different
theoretical disciplines co-creation
unfolds differently and takes on
different shapes and plays different roles.

Co-creation poses new challenges to
business leaders and researchers

In practice, co-creation gains influence in the most essential operations of organizations. Massively,
co-creation moves into strategic

Co-creation is not just a new
operand which we can add to an
existing equation of how to run an
organization or how to research
the potentials of business-insociety.
Co-creation brings with it premises
that demand us as business leaders and researchers to rethink
our approaches to business,
whether it be in public, private
or third-sector organizations – or
whether it is in-between sectors
which is more common than not
in co-creation settings.

The two primary premises of cocreation that challenge us in these
ways are:
1. A re-conceptualization of
the concept of value to
that of a dynamic value
potential.
2. Multi-disciplinary and
multi-level engagement
platforms.
These two premises result in a
number of consequences for leaders and researchers. Questions
such as: How do we work together
with other organizations and users
given that what they perceive as
valuable is dynamic and will shift
as well as it will differ between
stakeholders. How do we develop
business models that incorporate
multi-level engagement platforms
ranging from the individual user/
customer, to organizations,
sectors, policy level, etc. when
there is no established cooperation
scheme or for the given matter?
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Being a new and rapidly emerging concept co-creation
is subject to arbitrary interpretations, hit-and-miss
operationalization, uses and abuses. As is the case
for other rapidly emerging concepts, co-creation sometimes serves as hype, buzz word, or advertorials
for practitioners as well as researchers. Such arbitrary
adaptation – or hijacking – of the concept to promote
other organizational initiatives and agendas definitely
is part of the stoke we are seeing around co-creation
these years. However, there is more to co-creation
than hype and buzz. Co-creation holds a potential
for organizations to further unfold its capabilities
with other organizations, institutions, and actors.
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Concerns such as those outlined above are just few of
those that arise in co-creation processes. The concerns
are numerous, and they are difficult to work with. The
challenges of co-creation are the type of problems
that can be described as ‘wicked problems’ given
their complex nature and their unpredictability. When
addressing these challenges in applied research and
in education, we instill a design perspective that can
embrace the complexity of the challenge. This approach
helps us frame our leap into co-creation discussions
with the question:
How might we design co-creation settings when
the value potential is dynamic?
Business design related questions such as the one
above enables us as academics and practitioners to
further develop the potential of co-creation.

Teaching co-creation
Teaching co-creation requires a different approach than
that of a traditional class room setting with passive
students and a lecturing teacher. Learning about
co-creation requires that we work with it hands-on
given its nature.
Since co-creation processes include multi-level
stakeholders (from customer/user/citizen, through
organization, field, industry, to policy level) co-creation
processes cannot be outlined as a series of steps to
be conducted in a certain sequence. In co-creation
workshops we work with a design approach that
helps us identify spaces rather than steps. To create
a structured and helpful process we work with design
perspectives and frameworks for exploring the potentials and challenges of co-creation.
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Examples of teaching co-creation
In our different teaching activities we work with various
co-creation challenges. They all have in common
that they include the concern of co-creating with
other diverse actors at shifting actor-level in a setting
in which dynamic value potential is a premise. An
example of this is seen in the police management
module which is part of the executive master of public
governance (MPG). In the police management module,
highly ranked leaders in the police work with how they
can solve very different tasks that they cannot lift
by themselves. Tasks in which they need the active
involvement of diverse actors at different levels, from

user to policy level. An example of co-creation challenges for the police used in education is prostitution
and human trafficking. In working with this challenge, it
becomes clear how the challenge involves actor-levels
at highest global level. Workshop processes highlight
how to identify which actors are involved, how there
are different value potentials for each and concerns
of how to organize co-creation and co-operation in
approaching this very important challenge. Another
example is the problem of hooliganism at sports
events. Traditionally, the police have been the primary
coordinator and initiative taker for approaching the
problem of hooliganism. However, in exploring cocreation potentials of this problem, it becomes clear
that other actors with very high value potential in
regards to sports events are not currently involved
in finding solutions to the problems of hooliganism.
Co-creation workshops identify value potentials for
these stakeholders and open up for involving other
stakeholders – not only as actors to give input – but
also in placing responsibility and mandate with these
essential players and thereby organizing in ways that
open space for future co-creation around lifting a
common challenge. In these cases, the police have
traditionally carried the responsibility of coordinating
and executing. The workshops highlight how a future
challenge is more related to enabling others to execute
on various parts of these very big challenges in order
to unfold the larger potential which co-creation holds.
There are other examples of co-creation challenges
being brought up in our co-creation workshops. An
example from health care is how to expand the use of
experimental medicine in hospitals to further develop
new drugs for diseases. From the private sector we
have seen examples of how to broaden the scope of
products by including private-public partnerships, etc.
Common for these examples of co-creation challenges
is that they require that we roll up our sleeves and
get our hands dirty. That we work together to explore
their potentials and challenges – and that we go
through the process which requires much more than a
simple back-office analysis. Co-creation processes are
messy and at times frustrating. However, the results
of working structured with co-creation settings create
new and promising ways of working with challenges
that are important to the organization yet cannot
be lifted by the organization itself. These values of
co-creation processes make up for the agony and the
confusion well above and beyond the investment in
time and efforts.

/ Rex Degnegaard, rex@cbs.dk
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How do we execute strategies that are built around
multiple organizations and stakeholders? How do we
trust partners at level of engagement that are not
legal entities? Etc.

Engaged Scholarship
By Ester Barinaga, Associate Professor
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On my way back from the Bergman’s State in Fårö where I’ve participated in a four days long workshop entitled
“Counterweight”. Seventeen participants altogether, representing networks, leading organizations and cultivating
methods that are able to mobilize civil society and constitute an alternative voice to the established one in their
respective societies. For the Egyptian woman, it means advocating for cultural policies that bring the arts to citizens
and respect dissident voices. For the South-African man, it means setting a Pan-African cultural network that builds
information infrastructures as well as human capacity within the arts field across the continents’ countries. For
the Scottish woman it means defending the cultural rights of disenfranchised communities against the roll back
of the welfare state. For the Swedish man it means challenging organized nationalistic intolerance. Grounded on
our experiences, we have discussed the political landscape; the role of representations in shaping society;
the responsibility of acting as spokespersons of people that may, or may not, recognize the demands of the
organizations we work in; the democratic management of differences of opinion; the handling of messages; the
instrumentalization vs essentialization
of the arts; the material and social
conditions of possibility of political
engagement; or the way in which our
own privileged positions frame our
knowledge of our co-citizens.
These are, as it were, questions
that are parallel to those I read in
academic journals and am part of
in academic circles: the shaping of
society, the challenge to an increased
neo-liberalization of economies, rationalities of government, representation
(in both its political and visual/textual
sense) and identity. Diverse as we
were (artists, cultural managers, nonprofit professionals, literary critics,
academic researchers), we all shared
a concern for the connection between
the political and the theoretical.
Academics traditionally deal with the
political-theoretical twosome inside
the academy (in the classroom and
the journal); activists do it through
the organization of civil society forces
outside the academy. Engaged scholars attempt to do it both inside and
outside academia, exploring models
through which to bridge the “bifurcation in [one’s] political-academic life”
(Blomley, 1994).
Engaged scholarship is a practice that
stresses the critical and transformational importance of co-constructed
research involving both academics

and those we research. Finding fault in the current
relation between the universe of the university and
that of its surrounding community, Ernest L. Boyer,
former president of the Carnegie Foundation, urged us
to “connect the rich resources of the university to our
most pressing social, civic, and ethical problems, to
our children, to our schools, to our teachers and to our
cities...” (Boyer, 1996). Particularly in North America,
Boyer’s plead sparked a movement of scholarly efforts
to engage with the most disenfranchised communities
beyond university campuses.
(For the curious, see for instance ‘Imagining America’,
a collaboration of about 100 universities and colleges
promoting engaged scholarship through research,
teaching and learning).
Still emerging as it is, the field of engaged scholarship
covers, however, a wealth of terms, practices and
notions of democracy. Accordingly, “public scholarship”,
“participatory research”, “community partnership”, “ac-

tion research,” “public information networks”, “activist
research,” and “civic literacy scholarship,” are all terms
used to discuss a scholarship of engagement. Yet in
both theory and practice these terms point to quite
different underlying democratic theories, a diversity of
ways to define and address social issues and a variety
of methods in use (Barker, 2004). This is resulting
in a vibrant debate on the practical convergences,
epistemological divergences and political complications
in the field of engaged scholarship.

9

Practically, engaged scholarship implies reciprocal,
collaborative relations with the public that aim at the
amelioration of communities, the co-production of
knowledge, and the articulation of university practices
embedded in the localities outside the campus. Through
dialogue, community service, civic engagement, advocacy, mobilization or community building – that is,
through participation in the organization of civic forces
–, scholars are part of progressive efforts to carve
spaces for political engagement.
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Politically, questions of symbolic violence preoccupy
the engaged scholar: How can we learn from organized
civic forces without silencing the voices of those we
work with? How can we contribute to progressive
struggles without imposing academic problematics on
them? How can we be part of a political dialogue without reproducing the symbolic and economic distance
between the academy and civil society? How can we
develop pedagogical strategies that recognize grassroot activists as teachers instead of objects of study?
In other words, how do we scape the ideological,
institutional and class interests of academia and avoid
misrepresentation, objectification, and monologue?
Concerned with the connection between theory and
politics, engaged scholars ground their engagement
both inside and outside the academy: from academic
conferences to workshops for activists, from the classroom to the community center, from the journal to the
street. Although attractive, this “double grounding” is
difficult to sustain as it forces the scholar to constantly
navigate “between the opposed perils of academic
elitism and political disengagement” (Blomley, 1994,
p. 31). Yet, these efforts are leading to alternative

Case-based co-creation of
learning processes
By Robert D. Austin, Dean, Faculty of Business Administration,
University of New Brunswick at Fredericton
&Daniel Hjorth, Professor

models of teaching and learning. Developing dialectical
practices, scholars are both advancing civic renewal,
as well as providing a broader and more vital meaning
to scholarship.
Thank you Patrik, Tomas and Yvonne for inviting me to
participate in the workshop. Thank you, too, to all the
other participants for three utterly inspirational days.

/ ESTER BARINAGA, eb.lpf@cbs.dk
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Marshall et al. (2006) suggests
a distinction between two broad
approaches to management education, “explanation-based”
and “experience-based”.
Explanation-based education
proceeds deductively; that is, it
begins with theoretical content
already organized into frameworks
and supported, where possible,
by research, and conveys that
knowledge to students in organized format in hopes that they
might be able to apply it to specific
circumstances.
This deductive approach is something we recognize in course
designs. A deductive approach
might employ textbooks, compendia of articles, chapters, and other
readings, from academic journals,
books, or other sources. Cases,
if used within such a deductive
approach, would typically serve
as sources of inputs to abstract
generalizations, to provide students with practice in generating
implications, or to evaluate their
ability to generate such implications. Theoretical knowledge would
be conveyed to students in written
descriptions and verbal presentations (e.g., lectures) of frameworks
already conceived by experts.
There is a monophonic mode of
knowledge sharing at work here:
from experts to students, and
the emphasis in application of
knowledge is from already formed

general frameworks to specific
contexts (concrete experience)
to which the frameworks might
apply. Motivating students is then
more a question of finding the
beauty in the fit (between theory/
model and practice/case) or the
thrill of intellectual awards when
you ‘get it’ (comprehend the
model/theory).

orderly manner, through cumulative development. This would fit
with a particular understanding of
the world as gradually disclosed
by the help of cumulative knowledge (answering to an ontological
realism, and what Kant described
as nomothetic – the tendency
to generalize, to find laws that
explains objective phenomena).

The most obvious strength of this
approach arises from the directness with which it conveys knowledge (the economy of the process,
if you like). There are advantages
to this when it comes to ‘teaching’
large groups of students basic
knowledge; vocabulary, images,
metaphors, and model you need
to engage in more elaborate analyses. Students learn theoretical
frameworks known to be valuable
in the exact form that has proven
useful. Command of the details of
a framework and ability to apply
the framework correctly can be
verified through testing – can they
make the model/theory fit with
a problem-solution, or can they
describe the content of a model/
theory. With verification complete,
an instructor can say that students
“know” the material.

But the approach also has weaknesses. It works best for subjects
in which “answers” are not in
dispute and the current state of
knowledge is reasonably comprehensive (cf. the nomothetic). If the
theory that concerns an important
issue is unsettled or incomplete
– as is typically the case in social
sciences and humanities, when the
study concerns humans in relations/interactions - instructors that
insist on the nomothetic approach
must either supplement research
with ‘conventional wisdom’ or
leave unsatisfying gaps in what
they teach. Also, the approach
most often places students in a
passive role, recipient of already
generalized knowledge rather
than participant in the forming
of generalizations. Typically this
already generalized knowledge is
presented in a de-contextualized
form, apart from the specific context that motivated its creation in
the first place. The effect of such
passive, de-contextualized knowledge transfers is that the student

Frameworks can be robust, well
organized, and well integrated
with other frameworks into coherent systems. Frameworks and
systems can be extended in an
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Epistemologically, efforts at involvement
on equal terms have added nuance
to discussions on representation. Acting simultaneously as activists and
researchers, engaged scholars travel
the “blurred boundary when Other
becomes researcher, narrated becomes
narrator, translated becomes translator,
native becomes anthropologist” (Noblit
et al., 2004, p. 166). Overcoming the
objective, neutral observer of traditional
ethnography, and moving beyond the
individual, subjective selves of phenomenology and postmodern ethnography,
activist researchers are forced to critically reflect on how one’s subjectivity
continuously informs and is informed by
one’s relation with and representation of
the Other (Madison, 2004). In that reflection, these
activist researchers use Haraway’s (1988) notion
of positionality to move beyond understandings of
objectivity and subjectivity. “A doctrine of embodied
objectivity”, positionality in the communities she studies and participates in allows the activist researcher to
engage in manufacturing situated knowledge – “partial,
locatable, critical knowledge sustaining the possibility
of webs of connections called solidarity in politics and
shared conversations in epistemology” (Haraway,
1988:584).
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The experience-based approach, in contrast, is
primarily inductive; it begins with specific, contextually
rich situations and encourages students to develop
— through analysis, project work, presentation, and
facilitated discussion — their own generalizations that
can be applied to other specific circumstances. In line
with a nominalist ontology, or an idiographic approach
(Kant’s description of an urge to specify, to understand
the meaning of contingent, unique phenomena and
experience).
A course designed with this approach might employ
cases, written histories of events in newspapers,
magazines or books, descriptions by practitioners (in
“guest lectures” for example), team-building exercises,
live projects, field studies, and simulations (Navarro,
2008) or provocations (Hjorth, 2011). This approach
asks students to engage in theorizing, in making use

the context of the learning process: feed energy when
needed, intervene to prevent monologue from happening, stimulate debate, open up when the discussion
seems to close.
Experience-based approaches excel in conveying practical contexts and motivation for theoretical materials;
the “case system” of education, for example, aims to
“bring business reality into the classroom” (Harvard
Business School, 2008). But also the typical learning
context for entrepreneurship studies includes a rich
variety of examples, cases, guests, live projects and
such, to bring an immediacy and emergency into class.
When students encounter and understand the context
that motivated creation of general knowledge, they
may be better able to discern where and how to apply
it: they become capable of deterritorializing concepts
and understand how reterritorialization has happened
historically. This means, they can work with theory/
concept and not simply be worked by theory/concepts.
Students’ role is active; they discuss the meaning of
events, and derive personal frameworks composed
of general knowledge that can be applied elsewhere.
This active role may lead to greater engagement (Li,
Greenberg, and Nicholls, 2007).
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tentive to the context and quality
of the process. This includes getting as many as possible into the
discussion (e.g. by provocation)
so that the individual becomes
collective/public and in this sense
‘tested.’

of concepts to understand the contextually specific.
Or, as in the case of provocation, deterritorialize a
concept from its ‘homeground’ and invite students
to ‘translate’ it into a novel domain (practice). The
role of the expert and already formed frameworks is
less direct; the instructor can choose materials and
orchestrate in-class discussion and other experiences
in a way that points students toward known theoretical
ideas. But the burdens of conception, formulation,
and organization of general knowledge fall primarily
on the student. The teacher, in this context more
appropriately entitled ‘the learner’, keeps an eye on

The most obvious drawbacks in experience-based
learning arise from the indirect way in which the
method creates theoretical knowledge. When students
develop ‘their own’ theories, it is more difficult to
assure their quality. Different students derive different
frameworks from the same case circumstances, and
some of these will be superior to others in application
to new circumstances. Students will reach conclusions
that are unsupported by research, and can even arrive
at (and retain) conclusions that are contradicted by
research or logically flawed. This is also why the one
responsible for the learning process needs to be at-

Since the approach inevitably
generates diverse theories, verification of command of the “content”— testing and other forms of
assessment — becomes a more
complicated matter; students
must be evaluated on the quality
of their analyses as supported
by their explication of their own
personal frameworks. The burden
on teachers is great; they must
select and place in order cases
and other experiences, and orchestrate discussion and other experiences, in a way that maximizes
students’ prospects for arriving
at useful and valid frameworks.
Frameworks students derive
inductively are almost certainly
less refined – in terms of fit with

the previous system of knowledge
(in the nomothetic sense) - than
those developed by experts and
conveyed through explanationbased methods. As responsible for
the learning process, you have to
press students to refine their understanding of theories/concepts
when going through the deterritorialization – reterritorialization
cycle. This includes diagnosing the
territory, which often demands
a genealogical skill of mapping
the emergence of stabilities and
regulations, of regimes of truth,
and builds up a sense of how it
could become something different/
more/new. Kolb’s classical model
still provides a useful image of
this cycle of learning (see figure
above).
Advocates of experience-based
“case method” approaches point
out that students learning within that tradition use concepts
and generalizations they have
formed inductively to generate

implications deductively, on the
way to arriving at decisions and
recommendations (Gragg, 1940;
Marshall et al. 2006). Lecturebased courses often also make
efforts to encourage inductive
thinking (physics and engineering
classes have “labs” as well as lectures, for example). In entrepreneurship, the ‘lab’ is also central
in order to provide a context for
experimentation and ‘acting to
know’ (most entrepreneurship
programs will therefore have collaborations with project companies
and practitioners joining in class,
bringing problems to work with).
In the Cand.Soc. programme
‘Organisational Innovation and
Entrepreneurship’ we try to place
strong emphasis on both sides of
the learning cycle, which means
we try to combine experience- and
explanation-based approaches in
ways that maintain strong attention to both. The challenge is to
keep students actively engaged.
One way to do so is to ‘identify’
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who “learns” this knowledge may then master the
inner workings of a framework without understanding
its reason for being or how it solves a real problem.
This, notably, prevents a more critical reflection on the
possibility of things being otherwise – an openness
that is often provided when working with a more
contextual knowledge.

Events & Books
them by having everyone place a name card in front
of them in class. This makes it possible to pull them
in ‘by name’ and build a collective learning process.
What you would like to avoid is that all inductive
learning from case-based discussions is overruled by
a deductively ‘taught’ official answer on the basis of
established theory. This only means generate motivational problems.
Establishing a dialogic culture in class is another key
element: also when presenting or discussing theories/
models/concepts, students are invited to discuss the
‘territory’ (the genealogical home ground of a theory),
the deterritorializing possibilities and how it has become what it presently is. This collective awareness of
that ‘how something has become determines what it
is’, is the co-creative basis for learning in class.

that student engagement leads to better student attitudes, improvement in students’ thinking and writing,
better retention of knowledge, greater motivation for
future learning, and superior thinking skills than results
from traditional lecture approaches (Chickering and
Gamson, 1987; Bonwell and Eisen, 1991; Felder, et al.
2000). Case-based, dialogical learning with provocative
elements that affectively engage students in learning
processes where they are individually identified as
necessary for the collective quality of learning is
one way. Designing learning processes will remain
a continuous challenge for ‘teachers’ as the context
form learning radically changes with technological and
societal changes.

/ Robert austin, ra.lpf@cbs.dk / daniel hjorth, dh.lpf@cbs.dk

Empirical evidence suggests that student engagement
matters in education. There is a substantial literature
on active learning, defined as instructional methods
that require students to “do meaningful learning
activities and think about what they are doing” in
the classroom, contrasted with “traditional lectures
where students passively receive information from the
instructor” (Prince, 2004). Findings therein suggest
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NEW pHD THESIS: let’s go outside: THE VALUE OF CO-CREATION
PhD fellow Thomas Lopdrup Hjorth will submit his PhD thesis on the value of co-creation in
December 2012. Co-creation has today come into view as a concept which thinkers across otherwise
largely opposed traditions have invested strong hopes in. From management thinkers to critics of
management thought, the concept of co-creation persistently appears: either as a new win-win mode
of value creation, where businesses co-create value with various sorts of outsiders, or, alternatively,
as a new social, commons-based value creation autonomous from business interests. Behind these
contemporary quarrels, the dissertation locates a more encompassing history. Through this, the coming
into being of a widely shared co-creation vocabulary is brought forth. While persistently used to express
a whole new mode of value creation, in whatever form, the dissertation argues that this vocabulary
actually undermines the very possibility of speaking about value creation in a consistent manner. At the
same time, however, it is not a vocabulary which could just be dispensed with, since its emergence is
intimately intertwined with an accentuated injunction that throughout the twentieth century has forced
management thought ‘to go outside’. By way of accounting for this history, the dissertation claims
that a complex experience has been born, an experience of the outside. Through this experience, the
outside has emerged not merely as a source of value creation and an object of management. It has also
emerged as an obligation which organizations as well as individuals persistently have to live up to today.
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Interview: “Reality doesn’t
present itself as a case”
By Anje Schmidt & Jesper Bjørn

today. My perfect day would be writing on an article in the morning and spending the afternoon discussing the
same article with my students”. Ole Bjerg is very aware of setting the terms for his teaching from the beginning. “I
have three rules: 1) all students must have a name card, 2) I can ask them questions anytime about anything, 3)
they have the right to pass anytime. This makes it easy for me to engage the students and it gives the students the
chance to say something, even when they are not sure of having the right answer. ”, Ole Bjerg explains. Student
Jakob Kvist agrees: “From a student perspective one really feels welcome but also obliged to participate – Ole
Bjerg really wants feedback on his research and you as a student feel that you contribute not only to your own
understanding of Ole’s research but also to his understanding. So participating in the class demands responsibility
not only to yourself but also to Ole”.

Practice is where the rainbow ends

mpp news - november 2012

The course - which is called “Philosophy in Practice” - takes a head on approach to the relation
between philosophy and economy and between theory
and practice. Associate Professor Ole Bjerg is
responsible for this year’s course and his basic idea is
that practice is best approached through action. “Often
practice is brought to into the class room through the
use of examples, empirical data, newspaper articles,
guest lecturers, or elaborate cases. Cases are fine,
but reality doesn’t present itself as a case. Typically
the problem to be solved has already been defined
in a case. But the core competence of a student in
philosophy is precisely to know how to ask the right
questions, to identify the problems that needs to be
solved. So I have built this course around a number
of practical assignments the students should perform
individually and in groups. The assignments make up
the exam of the course, Ole Bjerg explains.
The first assignment was a visit to “1:1” – a small
Danish architectural practice / in house production
unit. First, the students paid a visit to the firm in order
to identify the challenges and reflect upon how their
philosophical approach could create value for 1:1. The
following week the whole class worked collectively

on the case and a week later students had written a
report proposing solutions to the two owners of the
firm. Similar assignments include a food coop. The
selected case organizations are all small and thus
more open for new ideas than large firms typically
would be. They have shown a real interest in the
students’ diagnosis and solutions and that excites the
students. As one student in the course Jakob Kvist
points out; “when applying knowledge that actually
creates value for the company that is when you as a
student actually understands the value of your own
knowledge”. Other assignments include writing a
job application, a commentary to a newspaper, and
to invent and execute a project with the purpose of
“making money on philosophy”. “The course is an
invitation to experiment, try out some crazy ideas and
see what happens. I hope it gives the students a feeling
for the challenges they will face in their work life. I also
want to present to them a less mundane approach to
philosophy, to encourage them to ‘philosophize from
the hip’”, says Ole Bjerg.

/ ole bjerg, ob.lpf@cbs.dk
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Teaching-based Research
Teaching at a university like CBS is characterized
by being research-based, i.e. it builds on the latest
research and knowledge. Less known is teaching’s
influence on the research conducted, but it’s a very
good example of co-creation between researchers and
students. Ole Bjerg uses his course “Philosophy in
Practice” to experiment with this element. “There are
28 master students enrolled in the course and I have
tested some of my research ideas and argumentation
for them. In my opinion, co-creation can’t work with
1 teacher and 80 students. But with 20-30 students
things start to happen. Also, I would prefer spending
more hours with them in a teaching session so research
and teaching can inspire each other even more than
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Lab for Making Money
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The game of Monopoly
Poker chips
Pirate gun
Five hundred kroner bills
Gold coins

6. Whole grain pasta
7. Ole Bjerg
8. Monopoly piece
9. Jar of capers
10. Can of tuna
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CBS students in Business Economics and Philosophy
are working with abstract fundamental problems in
combination with business economics theory and modern management theory. Not your average business
school tool course. But this doesn’t mean that theory’s
relation to practice is ignored. On the contrary. How
students can make concrete use of their philosophical
knowledge and analytical skills in business life are
questioned throughout the bachelor and master programme. In fact, one mandatory course on the master
programme is dedicated to the challenges of putting
theory into practice.

In Ole Bjerg’s point of view the notion of practice is an elusive phenomenon. “It’s like the fantasmatic treasure
at the end of the rainbow. I once looked at a video on Carlsberg’s website. For me Carlsberg is as practical as it
gets. What is more real than the production of beer? In the video a newly employed secretary explained how she
had been introduced to different departments of the company. However, when I heard her say: ‘I even spent a
day driving with the draymen to see how it all works in practice’, I seriously started wondering if practice actually
exists anywhere at all”.
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By Søren H. Jensen, Associate Professor

The concept co-creation deals with addressing value
creation from a collaborative approach. As such the
concept can be said to be quite fundamental and
relatively simple. It is not a new concept per se – but
the way it is being used, its growing potential and
implications all these factors are indeed new.
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The new aspect – the aspect which makes the concept
so interesting - is the fact that it opens up for a new
approach to value creation – and to creation in general
and as such is both a mindset and a tool. The fact that
this concept has gotten so increasingly popular among
both private and public organizations also shows that
they have begun rethinking some very fundamental
elements of their activities. Co-creation is about looking
less at how we divide the cake and more at how we
make a bigger and better cake.
Following the industrialization and later the emergence
of the welfare state wealth, security and stability
followed from an increasing division of labour and
responsibilities. Companies were centralizing production and increasingly monopolizing value creation.
Value was created in the interaction between producer
and consumer. In the early stages value was created
simply due to the fact that now it was possible to
mass produce more and more household and everyday
items. Later on marketing was the element that helped
creating value but still with the clear separation between producer and consumer. Just take the popular
series ”Mad Men” about a marketing agency in the
1950/60’s, there is no co-creation there. It is the
company that creates costumer value by making sleek
and classy advertising campaigns. Value is created both
for the producer and consumer from the marketing
perspective. Consumers are passive. As society has
been come increasingly complex consumers no longer
accept the role as passive or as a big grey mass with
uniform demand.
All this – and more to, has led to the emergence of
co-creation. Not in the sense that it has fallen from the
sky and suddenly descended upon businesses – there
has always been a collaborative element but it was the

exception not the rule and it was mostly embedded in
a competitive context.
Working with strategy the idea of collaborative value
creation is extremely interesting for several reasons.
One is that it challenges many assumptions inherent
in strategic behavior and economic behavior. The strict
contract based relationship void of trust of agency
theory is challenged. The same goes for the core
assumptions of Porter’s Five Forces that relations with
suppliers and buyers should be managed by way of
reducing their influence and bargaining power. But
even more interesting the idea challenges the basic
idea that value creation can and should be held solely
within the boundaries of the firm and managed through
an intricate set of governance structures.

and appropriation by arguing that
the size of the cake can actually
be bigger by not measuring it so
vigorously and rather focusing on
having all relevant parties chip
in. Responsibility is shared, the
complexity and uncertainty is
shared, the risk is shared –and
so is the knowledge, the expertise,
the resources and knowledge. Not
blindly but with the clear aim of
attributing to increased joint value
creation and thus a larger share.
This shifts focus from the value

creation to the link between value
creation and value appropriation
as a natural process.
Being strategic about co-creation
also means that not everything
is co-created. Far from it. Much
like open innovation co-creation
should not be seen as an all or
nothing approach but rather as a
tool that can be used for certain
parts of a company’s activities.
This highlights both the strategic
value of the concept, and the
fact that its usage and success
is closely linked to the mindset
of managers and organizations
using it. It should be viewed and
used as a means of stretching and
operationalizing value creation
and value appropriation. In other
words it is not about whether or
not to use co-creation but more of
where, how and to what extent it
should be used. Which parts of the
cake should be viewed, created
and shared differently?
Another interesting aspect is
that the idea of co-creation as a
strategic tool and a new approach
to value creation also opens up
for application in other areas. One
such place is the classroom. A
space where co-creation has been
used for years and where it has
long been accepted that learning
is not just something that happens
as the students sit quietly while we
fill them with knowledge. We facilitate the learning process, true. By
abandoning the idea that we have
all the knowledge and students
must learn how to appropriate
it and instead see learning and
teaching as co-creation we can
increase the knowledge created
in the classroom. Also the notion
of students as a passive uniform
mass with uniform demands is
also way overdue and one that we
as teachers no longer embrace.
Just like in the corporate world this
does not mean that students and
professors are equals in all aspects

or that opening up for co-creation
in the classroom means abandoning all control. The process must
still be managed by the processor.
Our role is to evaluate which parts
of the teaching can be co-created,
how it can be co-created and what
the role of the students is. The biggest change is that of changing the
mindset shifting it from knowledge
creation to knowledge appropriation. It means more work for both
faculty and students alike – and
a new approach to classroom
interaction.
But there is also a quite tangible
pay-off – increased learning for
both parties, research based teaching where the teaching is also a
part of the research process and a
more motivated classroom.
Some might say ”nothing new
here – move on” or ”we have been
doing that for years and now it is
suddenly called ”co-creation””. But
the interesting part is not whether
or not it is new – the interesting
part is still that both the corporate
world, the public sector and the
universities can increase the creation of knowledge or value creation
in their respective contexts. That
being conscious about process and
by opening it up and looking at
both the creation and appropriation, by mixing the controlling or
competitive with the collaborative
we can have more cake.

/ søren h. jensen, shj.lpf@cbs.dk
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Co-creation & strategy
–a new approach to cake

A central idea of co-creation is
that some projects or processes
are simply too complex, risky or
uncertain to be governed by logics
that assume full knowledge can be
closely approximated. The size of
the cake has to be closely measured
so that an appropriate piece can
be allocated to each participating
part. Instead co-creation opens up
the whole idea of value creation
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